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CalciumCalcium
Bar Stool

 Calcium Bar Stool

 key features

The new Calcium furniture collection by Luxxbox. You’re just as likely  
run shoulders with the likes of this pedigree suite on the first class
sun deck of a transatlantic ocean liner as you are to find them racked 
up beside the backyard pool on a Saturday afternoon. Like a tasty mint
straight out of the wrapper, the crisp, pure lines of the new Calcium
range will inject a refreshing blast of cool into any space, indoors or 
out. 

_100% Recyclable
_hardwearing and durable
_100% UV resistant interior/exterior
_available in two heights

Standard Available Colours: White

Bar Stool 650

Bar stool 750
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CalciumCalcium
Dining Chair

With arms

Without arms
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 Calcium Dining Chair

 key features

The new Calcium furniture collection by Luxxbox. You’re just as likely  
run shoulders with the likes of this pedigree suite on the first class
sun deck of a transatlantic ocean liner as you are to find them racked 
up beside the backyard pool on a Saturday afternoon. Like a tasty mint
straight out of the wrapper, the crisp, pure lines of the new Calcium
range will inject a refreshing blast of cool into any space, indoors or 
out. 

_100% Recyclable
_hardwearing and durable
_100% UV resistant interior/exterior
_available with or without arms

Standard Available Colours: White
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CalciumCalcium
Dining Table

 Calcium Dining Table

 key features

The new Calcium furniture collection by Luxxbox. You’re just as likely  
run shoulders with the likes of this pedigree suite on the first class
sun deck of a transatlantic ocean liner as you are to find them racked 
up beside the backyard pool on a Saturday afternoon. Like a tasty mint
straight out of the wrapper, the crisp, pure lines of the new Calcium
range will inject a refreshing blast of cool into any space, indoors or 
out..

_100% Recyclable
_hardwearing and durable
_100% UV resistant interior/exterior
_available in two sizes

Standard Available Colours: White

Dining Table Small

Dining Table Large
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CalciumCalcium
Ottoman

 Calcium Ottoman

 key features

The new Calcium furniture collection by Luxxbox. You’re just as likely  
run shoulders with the likes of this pedigree suite on the first class
sun deck of a transatlantic ocean liner as you are to find them racked 
up beside the backyard pool on a Saturday afternoon. Like a tasty mint
straight out of the wrapper, the crisp, pure lines of the new Calcium
range will inject a refreshing blast of cool into any space, indoors or 
out. 

_100% Recyclable
_hardwearing and durable
_100% UV resistant interior/exterior
_fits under the calcium low lounge chair for easy storage

Standard Available Colours: White
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CalciumCalcium
Lounge

 Calcium Lounge

 key features

The new Calcium furniture collection by Luxxbox. You’re just as likely  
run shoulders with the likes of this pedigree suite on the first class
sun deck of a transatlantic ocean liner as you are to find them racked 
up beside the backyard pool on a Saturday afternoon. Like a tasty mint
straight out of the wrapper, the crisp, pure lines of the new Calcium
range will inject a refreshing blast of cool into any space, indoors or 
out. 

_100% Recyclable
_hardwearing and durable
_100% UV resistant interior/exterior
_designed for use with the calcium ottoman

Standard Available Colours: White
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CalciumCalcium
Side Table

Low Side Table - Square
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Low Side Table - Rectangle
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 Calcium Side Table

 key features

The new Calcium furniture collection by Luxxbox. You’re just as likely  
run shoulders with the likes of this pedigree suite on the first class
sun deck of a transatlantic ocean liner as you are to find them racked 
up beside the backyard pool on a Saturday afternoon. Like a tasty mint
straight out of the wrapper, the crisp, pure lines of the new Calcium
range will inject a refreshing blast of cool into any space, indoors or 
out. 

_100% Recyclable
_hardwearing and durable
_100% UV resistant interior/exterior
_available in two sizes

Standard Available Colours: White


